The self-association of zinc-free bovine insulin. A single model based on interactions in the crystal that describes the association pattern in solution at pH 2, 7 and 10.
Sedimentation equilibrium studies are used to establish that a new pattern for the self-association of zinc-free insulin in solution is applicable over a wide range of conditions of pH, ionic strength and temperature. In this pattern, which is based on information from the existing literature on the X-ray crystal structure of insulin, the insulin monomer is viewed as having two distinct faces both capable of self-interaction. Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were analysed using expressions formulated for this association pattern that describe the dependence of weight average molecular weight and monomer concentration on total protein concentration. It has thereby been possible to obtain values for the two association constants which govern the system for each set of conditions studied, due allowance having been made for composition dependent non-ideality effects. Furthermore, by relating the pH, temperature and ionic strength dependence of the association constants with properties of various amino acid residues on the surface of the insulin monomer, it has also been possible to assign tentatively each constant to a particular reaction domain.